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Evaporation and ignition of a binary-fuel cluster of (irops is dcscribcd  by moclels  under the
assumptions that the volatile compound has infinite volatility with respect to the solvent and that
the chemistries of the two compounds arc indepen(ient.  A Damkohler number criterion developed
for use in sprays is utilized to cletermine  the ignition time. Another criterion is used to determine
the ignition location which can be either arouncl individual drops, or around groups of drops
inside the cluster, or around the entire cluster.

Results show that except for very dilute situations where the initial liquid mass fraction of
the volatile is very small, ignition always occurs around the entire cluster. Otherwise, ignition
occurs around groups of drops inside the cluster but never around in(iividua] drops even though
the ratio of the distance between the centers of two a(ijacent  drops by the drop diameter is
greater than thirty five.

Studies performed by varying the air/fuel mass ratio for ~ variety of parametric
combinations show that : (1) At typical gas temperatul  es for combustion devices, the ignition
of very dense clusters of drops is strongl  y-con trc)lled b)’ solvent ip,nition, whereas that of very
dilute clusters of drops is strongly  -control]e(i  by ignition  of the. volalile.  In the dense and dilute
regimes neither the solvent nor the volatile strongly control ig,nition.  These conclusions are
independent of the amount of volatile initially present in the liquid. (2) ‘1’he concept of volatility
is more closely associated with the latent heat of evaporation in the vet y dense regime, and more
close] y associated with the saturation pressure curve in tllc very (iilutc regime. (3) By increasing
the ambient gas temperature one gradually gains control of ignition in the dense and dilute
regimes through the solvent and volatile respectively, (4) The initial slip velocity bctwccn  phases
affects ignition only in the very dilute regime. (5) Chanxes  in the cluster size affect the ignition
time only in the very dense regime. (6) ‘l’he previous co]lclusions  ale valid under the assumption
of identical kinetics for the two compounds. When cliff(rent kinetics is considered, it turns out
that kinetic effects overwhelmingly dominate ignition.
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INTRODUCTION

The majority of practical fuels used either in power plants or for propulsion are

multicomponent fuels. Since they are composed of se\eral  chemical species, the interaction

among the various characteristics of the pure chemical colnponents  determines the characteristics

of the fuels in terms of evaporation, ignition ancl combustion.

Since many of these r~~~llticonll~o]~eIlt  fuels contain tens and sometimes more than a hundred

pure components, it is founcl convenient to categorize these conlponents  according to a criterion

which is thermodynamically not well defined, but which is practically useful; this is the concept

of volatility. Volatility is, a priory, thermodynamically related both to the latent heat of

evaporation and to the saturation vapor pressure curve  versus  the temperature. Using the concept

v44e
of volatility, the multitucic  of chemical components is partitioned into two components: the SOIM

Vd
and the volatile. The solwte contains the heavier, mor( viscous components which evaporate

slowly. “l’he volatile contains the lighter, less viscous con]ponents  which evaporate rapidly. When

Vtd
these criteria are used to define sol~ and volatile respectively, it tut ns c)ut that the concept of

volatility is more closely related to the saturation vapol  pressure curve versus the temperature

in the very dilute region of the spray, and more closely

in the very dense region of the spray as will be shown

Single droplets of ]~l~lltico]]~p(~l~er~t  fuels have been

related to the latent heat of evaporation

in this paper.

studie(i  cx{crlsivcly in the past (1.aw et

al,, 1997; Sirignano and Law, 1978; Lara-Urbancja an(l Sirignano,  1981; Law, 1986; Randolph

et al., 1986; Aggarwal,  1989; h4awid and Aggmval, 1990), It was found that isolated drop

evaporation iii a convective flow is dominateci by liqui(i  mass (iiffusion (1 ,aw et al., 1977;

Sirignano  and 1,aw, 1978; 1.ara-lJrban@a an(i Sirignat]o, 1981; .a\v, 1986; Randolph et al.,
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1986) due to the creation of Hill vortices inside the drops through the intermediary of the shear

layer which forms at the drop surface as a result of the slip velocity between phases. The

internal convection thus established enhances liquid mass diffusion, which is otherwise a very

slow process, to the point that liquid mass diffusion of thcvolatilebccomes  a controlling process

during evaporation. Studies of isolated drop ignition (Aggarwal, 1989; Mawid and Aggarwal,

1990) understandably identified the volatile as the component initiating ignition, and it was found

that the addition of a small amount of volatile enhances ignition considerably (Mawid and

Aggarwal, 1990). Mawid and Ap,garwal (1990) acknowledge that their study is only valid in

the dilute  limit; an indication of this restriction is the facl that they find ignition to be dominated

by individual clrop ignition rather than by group - drop ignition. in contrast, experimental

observations of burning sprays (Allen ancl Hanson, 1986a; Allen and I]anson, 1986b; Mizutani

et al., 1993; McDonnel et al., 1992; McDonnel  et al., 1993; ]<udoff et al., 1989; Mao et al.,

1985) show multiple flames, each flame surrounding a p,roup of drops. Individual drop ignition

with flames quickly merging and surrounding groups of drops is still possible; however, it has

not been cxpcrimcntall y observed.

A more recent study of clusters of drops (Harstad anti Bell an, 1991) portraying the groups

of drops identified experimentally both in burning (Allen and Hanson, 1986a; Allen and Hanson,

1986b; Miz.utani et al., 1993; Mcl Jonncl  et al., 1992) and non buminj:  sprays (Mcl)onnel et al.,

1992; McDonnel et al., submittcxl;  Rudoff et al., 1989; Mao ct al., 1985) has revealed a

different physical picture than that emerging from the, is[~lated  drop studies. The results showed

that there are two proccsscs which may influence evaporation of the volatile. The first process

is the liquid mass diffusion already identifie(i  by the isoiatec] (irop studies. ‘1’hc second process
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is surface layer stripping which is the removal of the volatile at the rate. of evaporation of the

Jf@-
.

For dense clusters of drops the slip velocity between clrops and gas relaxes very fast

(Harstad and Bellan,  1991; Bellan  and Harstad, 198-la) because the cluster exposes a large area

to the flow (there are many drops per unit area). l’bus, there is no time to establish a shear layer

at the drop surface, and as a consequence internal drop circulation through the Hill vortex does

not occur. The result is that liquid mass diffusion remains a slow process with a characteristic

time larger than the drop lifetime, and thus cannot intl uence  evaporation of the volatile. The

mass fraction

surface at the

low pressures

of behavior:

surface at the

of the volatile within the drop stays frozen in time, and the volatile leaves the

Ved
same rate as the sol*;  this is surface layer stripping,, 1 experiments performed in

so as to suppress buoyancy (Ranc!olph  et al., 1986) have shown precisely this type

the mass fraction of the volatile stays frozen in time and the volatile leaves the

rate of evaporation of the sol%!%

For ciilute  clusters of drops it was found (Ilarstad and Bellan, 199 1) that the slip velocity

between phases relaxes in a time comparable to the lifetime of the drop, and thus both liquid

mass diffusion and surface layer stripping are imporhmt. The pal ameter characterizing the

relative importance of these two phenomena, Be, is thu ratio of the. mass regression rate to a

characteristic volatile diffusion rate (Harstad and Be]lall, 1991). If 13c << 1, then (iiffusion

into the drop boun(iary  layer (determines tile ratr of species transfer from the ]iquici  core to the

drop surface and liqui(i mass cliff usion is important. If Be >> 1, then surface layer stripping

is important. Plots of IIe versus tile resiciual  (imp raciius silow ti~at for initially dense clusters

of drops Be >>1 during the (irop lifetime ( after adjustment from the. initial con(iition  ). In
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contrast, for initially dilute sprays Be = [ O(1) - 0(10)] during the drop lifetime ( after

adjustment from the initial condition ).

On the basis of this behavior it has been possible to classify clusters of drops according to

the value of the nondimensional radius of the sphere of intluencc  around each clrop.  For

monodisperse clusters, the nondimensional radius of the sphere of iniluence is defined as the

ratio of the distance

When this ratio has

between the centers of twc) adjacet  It drops dividccl  by the drop diameter.

a value smaller than 10, the cluster is very dense. When this ratio has a

value between 10 and 15 , the cluster is clcnse. Dilute clusters arc those for which the value of

the radius of the sphere of influence is larger than 15 b~lt smaller than 30. Very clilute  clusters

are those for which the nondimensional raciius of the spl]ere of influence is larger than 30. The

drops in very dilute  clusters behave as if they were isolated from each other.

The present study addresses ig,nition  of clusters of t>inary  - fuel drops composed of a solute

and a volatile as discussed above.

1991 and it is briefly recalled in

The model for drop ewiporation  is that of Harstad and Bellan,

the next section. The ignition moclcl  is described in the next

section as well. ]lesults are obtained for a variety of fuel combinations and an extensive

parametric study is performed. It is shown that when the kinetic parameters are identical for the

two components it is on] y in the very dilute regime that ignition is governed by the evaporation

of the volatile; this is a situation which does no[ have }Jractical  interest since spray ignition is

desirable well before the spray becomes dilute. It is also shown that, for the same kinetic

parameters, in the wry dense regime ignition is controlled by tk solute. Interestingly, for

identical kinetic parameters and at a typical gas temperature in the new field of the atomizer in

combustion devices, ignition cannot be controlled in the. clense or dilute  regimes because neither
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\\ solvent nor volatile are strongly dominating ignition. l>epartures  from these conclusions are

shown to occur when some parameters are varied.

PHYSICAL CON1IGURATION AND MODI;l.

1. “I’he evaporation model.

lhephysical  cor~fig~lration  st~ldied  here inexactly thesar~~e  asinl Iarstadand  Bellan,  1991,

but whereas in that investigation it is on] y evaporation that was studied, here ignition may occur

as well. As will bc discussed below, ignition of a l~llllticolllpotle~lt  fuel is an intricate chemical

problcm which has not yet rcceivecl the interest that it deserves because of the lack of precise

chemical kinetic information regarding even single-coll~l)ot~ct~t  fuels.

Following the configuration dcscribcd  in Harstad  and Bclkm,  1991, in the present study, a

cluster composed of binary-fuel, monodisperse (imps r] loves in an ambient gas with a velocity

u~ which is measured with respect to a coordinate systen  I lixed with respect to the ambient. The

cluster is assumed to be spatially homogeneous

of the order of many drop radii. Initially the gas

in the ambient. }Iowever, once the drops start

in therjnodynamic  cluan\ities on a length scale

inside the cluster is quiescent, and so is the gas

movin~, the gas inside the cluster acquires a

velocity, Ug. l’bus, the axial slip velocity between drops and p,as inside the cluster is u,l,, = %

- Ug.

Since the temperature of the ambient is much larger than the initial drop temperature, the

drops heat up, evaporate and might ignite. The pressul e inside the cluster is atmospheric and

constant, so that the change. in the gas temperature insicle the cluster implies a change in the

volume of the cluster. ‘he boundary of the cluster is t)y definition the envelope of the clrops
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which moves with a velocity clRC1/dt  with respecl to the cluster center, ‘1’bus, the drops have not

only an axial velocity with respect to the gas, but also a I adial velocity. ‘1’he motion of the drops

is assumed to be self-similar, so that drops occupy positions r ==.$ R,], where RC, is the cluster

radius and f is fixed for a given drop; 0 < $ <1. \Vith this dellnition, the relative radial

motion for a drop interior to the cluster is ~ (d RC1/dt-u:, ) where u~, is the gas radial motion at

the cluster edge, The relative r~dial motion of a drop at the cluster cclg,e.  is u,, == dRC1/dt  - Uge.

The dynamics of the drops has been clescribed in detail elsewhere (13cllan and Harstad, 1990;

Harstad and Bellan,  1989; Rellan  and Harstad, 1987b) and thus will not be repeated here. Of

special interest is the fact that the drag force depends upon the drop nilmbcr  density, the blowing

of mass  from the drops as they evaporate (which clepcnds  itself upon the drop number density

), and the slip velocity inside the cluster.

L/d”
The binary fuel is assumed to be composed of a solwte and a volatile whose volatility is

wd
much larger than that of the solttte; practically, the volatility of the solute is infinite with respect

~~,~t ~
to that of the w+lA1.e  (Harstad and Bellan, 1991). Each clrop is compc)sed of a liquid core whose,,, ,

motion is described by the IIill vortex solution, and a t]lin boundary layu- at the clrop surface.

The evaporation moclel is clescribecl in detail in Harstad and Bel]an,  1991. The highlight of the

model is the definition of a nondimensional qual]tity, Be, which reprments the ratio of the drop

mass regression rate to a charactcv-istic volatile cliff usion rate. As discussed above, when Be

<<1, cliffusion into the drop bounclary  layer governs tl]e rate of volatile species transfer from

the liquid core to the drop surface and evaporation from the surface occur-s at a rate defined by

the l.angmuir  - Knuclsen evaporation law. In fact it is the slower of these two rates which

governs evaporation since the two processes arc scquelltia].  When IIc >>1, the transfer of
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volatile from the liquid core to the gas phase is g,overned  by surface layer stripping, that is by

the regression rate of the clrop (Harstad and Bellan, 1991). Because Be> >1 for drops in dense

process is found to control evaporation of the volatile in these two

clusters, whereas Be = [0(1) - 0(10)] for drops in dilute  clusters (1 larstad  and Bellan,  1991),

a qualitatively cliffcren

regi mcs.

2, The ignition mode].
W&#

Ignition is modeled under the assumption that the chemistry of the sol+ke  ancl  that of the

volatile are independent. “lhis assumption is not realistic i’or hydrocarbons which decompose into

simpler compounds who ultimately interact chemically. However, given the lack of knowledge

of the detailed chemistry for hydrocarbons more complic:ltec]  than pr-olptinc,  any other assumption

would be equally unrealistic ancl would additionally introduce an unwarranted degree of

complexity.

Under the above assumption, one can define two independent 1 klmkohler numbers, one for

W!d
the solute and onc for the volatile as follows:
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Yoa i f oxygen-rich

( 2 )

The symbols are all explained in the Nomenclature.

These Damkohler  numbers are a measure of the iml)ortance  of cllcmical rates with respect

to the diffusion rates, ancl have been used in the past to (ietermine igni[ion of clusters of drops

(13ellan  and Harstad, 1990; law and Chung,  1980), According to 1 aw ancl Chung,  1980,

ignition of a clrop in a reactive environment will occur if the l)amkohler  n~lnlber  is larger than

the ignition Damkohler  number. ‘J-he ignition IJanlkohler nunlbcr  is found (1 ,aw and Chung,

1980) using large activation energy asymptotic in the quasi - steady gas phase equations for a

single drop in surroundings where fuel vapor may be l)rcsent,  E’or a binary fuel, the ignition

.l,#17-
Damkohler numbers for solwte and volatile are rcspectijcly  obtained as explained in Be]lan and
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Harstad, 1987b.  For an oxygen-lean mixture, the correlation of law and Chung,  1980 is used

for Dai~n versus ~ for 1 < ~ < 103. For oxygen-rich nlixtur-es,  the results presented in curve

form by Law and Chung  [19] for O < ~ < 103 and 0.005 < ~ < 1 are recorrelated by

including values of Dai~n for ~ > 103 and values of/3 < 0.005; these values are obtained by

using asymptotic limits and matching by continuity.

ud-
Thus, ignition will be initiated by the solwte if

and ignition will be initiated by the volatile if

D av 2 l~av,ign

( 3 )

( 4 )

When neither of these inequalities is satisfied during eviiporation,  the cluster of drops does not

ignite. Limiting cases are ignition of drops just after the) have completcl  y evaporated, in which

case RI = 0.05, or ignition of clrops just as they have been introduced into the hot environment,

in which case RI is very close to unity.

The model developeci  by Bellan  and }Iarstad, 1987b not only pre(iicted  the timing of

ignition, but also prec]icted whether ignition occurs around isolated drops in a spray, around

clusters of drops, or inside clusters of drops but arc)un(i a few of the drops rather

the entire cluster. The criteria previously developed \vill be used here as well

determine the location of ignition.

than around

in order to

RESULTS AND DISCUSS1ON

As mentioned above, the consensus from isolated clr~)p studies is that ignition of binary - fuel
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drops is dominated by ignition of the volatile, and thus that by aciding a small amount of

volatile, ignition can be considerable y enhanced. One of the goals of this study is to ascertain if

this conclusion can be extended to a real spray which contains clusters of drops of various

equivalence ratios,

1. Typical

and thus of various number densities.

behavior.

d-
For the baseline set of solutions the solttte was chosen to be No. ? (;”1’ fuel oil (light Diesel

oil ) and the volatile was chosen to be n-decanc.  l’he initial values of the dependent variables

are uo~ = 200 cnl/s,  1{0,1 = 3 cm, Rod = 2 x 10-3 cm, ‘l’~~o = lOOOK, ‘l’o~, == 350K,  p = 1 atnl,

Y“,;va = o, YO

Hv,c = 2 x 10-2. The properties of the t~to compounds arc listed in Harstad and

13cllan,  1991, and the vapor pressure curves are presentl% there as w’cll.  The ignition chemical

kinetic parameters were here chosen to be identical for the two con~lmunds: AiE,, = 3.8 x 1011

cn13/(nlole-s),  and I;i:” = 30 kcal/nlole (}larstad and Be]lan, 1991; lkllan  and Harstad, 1987 b).

Calculations were performed for an extended range of :iir/fuel  mass ratios from O.314 to over

25 (the stoichiometric value  is 15) corresponding to a nondimensional radius of the sphere of

influence of 8.4 to 37, thus encompassing the very dense, dense, dilute and very dilute regimes

according to the definition Siven in Harstad  and Bellan,  1991.

The results show that for these initial conditions clllsters having ‘l’O == 0.314 do not ignite,

where as clusters having @0 = O 785 ignite at the time when the drops have completely

evaporated (chosen to correspond to RI = 0.05 ). At the other extreme, for @O = 25 the drops

ignite at R, = 0.98, which is practically when they arc introduced into the hot ambient. “l’he

ignition location is always outside the cluster, except for values of qIO larger than 34, where

ignition is found to occur inside the cluster a loca[ions such that the resulting flame surrounds
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groups of drops. In all following calculations discussed in this paper, ignition occurred around

clusters of drops. Figure 1 shows the ignition time, tir~} versus R“z, whereas Fig. 2 shows both

ti~,,  and l<l,i~Il versus 4’0. On the plots depicted in these figures, a distinction is made between

situations when ignition occurs due to the solvent, and Ivhen i~nition  is due to the volatile.

The very dense regime is dominated by solvent ignilion,  whereas the very dilute  regime is

dominated by volatile ignition in agreement with the results of previous studies of isolated drops.

These results are not surprising since it has been previously found (}larstad  and 13ellan,  1991)

that evaporation is dominated by the solvent in the very dense regime whereas it is dominated

by the volatile in the very dilute  regime, Surprisingly, between these two extreme regimes

ignition seems to be sometimes initiated by the volatile and some[imcs  by the solvent. The

previous study of binary-fuel drop evaporation in clusters (Ilarstacl  and l)cllan,  1991) does not

provide an explanation to this surprising behavior.

In order to explain the behavior in the. dense and dilute  regi mm, another set of calculations

were performed where Ai~l,,, was taken negative if in the initial calculations it was found that the

solvent was initiating ignition, and Ai~,l,v was tal-mn  negative if in the initial calculations it was

found that the volatile was initiating ignition. ‘1’bus, ig,nition of the initiating compound was

“turned off” in order to scc if the other compound would ignite the cluster; and if ignition

occurred, the impor~ant  consideration was to quantify the change in ti,,,) and l<ligll.  Results from

these calculations show that in the very dense re,gim~ ignition dots not occur at all, thus

confirming the conclusion that ignition is strongly controlled by the solvent. in the very dilute

regime, physically incorrect results are obtained whm-c 7 becomes negative; this confirms the

conclusion that ii is the volatile which strongly contro]s  igni[ion in the very dilute  regime.
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Between these two regimes, ignition is obtained at about the same

original calculations; the ratio of ti~,l and R1, igI1 wittl the values

t,g,, and I<l,i~~ as with the

obtained in the original

calculations is at most 1 %. This proves that it is neitlier the solvent nor the volatile which

controls ignition in these intermediary regimes, and that it is only the details of the calculation

which decide upon the compound initiating ignition. Sil~ce these details can never be modeled

in a totally accurate manner, it is impossible to identify tlie compound initiating ignition in these

intermediary rcgi mes.

Since solvent-controlled or volatile-controlled evapor.~tion  has been associated with the value

of Be, it is instructive to think again in terms of processes occurrin?,  at clifferent  characteristic

times. Here there are two competing processes cletermining  the compound initiating ignition: the

relaxation rate of the slip velocity and the rate at which the Dam!whlcr number approaches the

ignition Damkohler  number for either one of the compounds. If the rate at which the Damkohler

number approaches the ignition Damkohlcr number is I nuch .sIowc.r  than the relaxation rate of

the slip velocity, then Be becomes very large by the till~e ignition occurs  ancl thus the solvent

controls ignition, In contrast, if ignition occurs very fa~t wilh respect to the relaxation rate of

the slip velocity, then Re remains relatively small and the volatile controls ignition. Plots of the

slip velocity versus t and of l]e versus t can b( found respectively in Figs. 3 and 4

corroborating the

The practical

above interpretation.

conclusion from these results is that in realistic spray situations where the

system has been optimized for maximum efficiency, 01 Ie shoulcl never plan to control ignition

by increasing the amount of volatile in the fuel. “1’his  is because the volatile strongly controls

ignition only in the very dilute  part of a spray, well pas{ the point of efficient operation. Since
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usually it is the volatile which is the most expensive part of the fuel, this conclusion is

important in reducing energy costs associated with using additional amounts of volatile in binary

fuels. Rather than changing the composition of the fuel, it will be shown below that by changing

the regime of operation, ignition can be made to be strongly controlled by the solvent in part of

the dense regime acljacent to the very dense regime, and that the volatile can be made to strongly

control ignition in parts of the clilute regime. Thus, at fixed composition one may control

ignition using the solvent or the volatile by challp,  ing the surround inf, s of the spray.

2, Effect of the initial amount of volatile in thr ]iquicl.

Calculations were performed by increasing YO}lv,C  flonl  0.02 to ().05 and 0.2. The results

show identical values for ti~,, and R, ,i~rl in the very dense regime, in agreement with the

conclusion that the volatile does not control ignition in this regime. in the very dilute regime,

small changes were observed for both ti:,, and Rl,igl,, hoiiwer,  for these larger values of YOE1v,C

ignition occurs around the entire cluster rather than aro~lnd  groups  of drops inside the cl~lster.

For these larger amounts of volatile the amount of volatile vapor is correspondingly larger, and

this stronger flux pushes the ignition location outsicle  the cluster. “1’lle situation is similar to that

of the flame motion for isolated drop evaporation: a stro[]ger  mass ilux pushes the flame further

away from the drop.

3. llffect of the volatile identity.

Calculations were performed by replacing n--dccane  by n-hexane  and also by n-heptane. Both

compounds have a larger latent heat than n-decane  (more difficult to evaporate) and a higher

saturation pressure (easier to evaporate). N-hexane  has a larger latent  heat than n-heptane and

a higher saturation pressure than n-heptane.  In al

14
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Results

Obviously,

controlling,

show negligible differences among the values for ti~n and I<li~n  for all these runs.

in the very dense regime no differences are expected since the volatile is not

What the results indicate is that in the very dilute regime the effect of the latent heat

balances that of the saturation pressure, yieldin~  no noticeable effect of the volatile. Note that

in the model it is aSSllllled that the volatility of the volatile is infinite with respect to that of the

solvent, however differences among volatile properties ~ire taken into account, so that

were any noticeable effect of the volatile it would have been indicated in the results.

4. Effect of the solvent icicmtily.

if there

In order to explore the influence of the solvent, No. 2G’1’ was replaced by n-clecane  and the

volatile was chosen to be n-hexane. N-decane  has a lar~:er  latent  heat than No, 2GT oil and a

larger saturation pressure. The results show substantial differences between the behavior of the

two binary fuels.

In the very dense regime, ignition no ]ong,er occurs for clusters having 4)0 = 0.785. This

indicates that the effect of the latent heat (iominates thi~t of tile saturation pressure when the

drops are in very close proximity. ‘1’his is easy to understand since for dense clusters evaporation

is limited by the availability of heat to the drops. q’he lar{’er latent heat exacerbates the situation

further, and prevents ignition. III the dense regime,  th( larger

shown in F:ig. 5 where ti~[l and R] ,i:rl are plotted versus d’O. our

lalent  heat clclays ignition as

inter j]retalion  of the results is

confirmed by the much larger value  of Be at fixed @ in the dense I-egimc.. Accordingly, when

the solvent is n-decane instead of No. 2 G-l’ oil, the range of strongly solvent-controlled ignition

extends to larger values of R02, This is because, as explained above, for a given 4’0 in this

range, a cluster has stronger dense characteristics since 1, is larger.
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In the very dilute regime the behavior of the binary fuel is cxac[ly the opposite to that in the

very dense and dense regimes: here ignition occurs earlier in time because it is promoted by

the larger saturation pressure. The evaporation of dilute  clusters of clrops is not limited by drop

heating because the drops behave as if they were isolated, ancl insteacl  it is the saturation

pressure which determines volatility. Although ip,nition occurs earlier in time, it occurs later in

the relative drop lifetime (indicated by the value of Rl) because evaporation is faster due to the

higher saturation pressure.

‘I’he ignition behavior in the dilute regime combines both effects of the latent heat and the

saturation pressure. As a result, ignition is sometimes promotecl and sometimes hindered as

clearly seen in l;ig. 5 .

and

5. Effect of the ambient temperature.

Decreasing the ambient temperature to 800K suppresses ignition in the very dense regime

delays ignition in all other regimes as shown in thl plots of l;ig. 6. The results show not

only a loss of the strongly solvent-controlled igniticm Iegime, but also a much milder control

of the volatile in the very dilute regime. This is the consequence of a much slower evaporation

which allows enough time for the relaxation of the slip ~elocity,  yielding values of Be larger by

at least one order of magnitude in the very dilute regime. Since 13c ‘ 0(10) as illustrated in

Fig. 7, both liquid mass diffusion and surface layer stripping arc important. l’bus, decreasing

the ambient temperature not only suppresses ignition in the vc]y dense regime and delays

ignition for all 4’0’s , but also results in a loss of contr(l]  over ignition by either one of the two

components. Therefore, at low ambient temperatures, igl Iition cannot bc controlled in any regime

by using the chemical constituents of the fuel.
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A larger ambient temperature (1200K compared witl~ 10OOK) considerably enhances ignition

to the point that ignition now occurs for smaller values of @O (for example 0.314 for which Roz

= 8.9 ). The strongly solvent-controlled regime extends both toward smaller and larger values

of 4J0 than in the typical case, The larger ambient teinperature  af’fccts ignition in the dilute

regime as well, resulting in immediate ignition for clustels  having 1{”2  ❑ = 24.4. The much shorter

evaporation time cloes not allow relaxation of the slip velocity, and th[ls now the volatile strongly

controls ignition in the dilute regime. Depicted in l~ig. () are lx,, and Rl,ig,, vcrst!s 4>0, and plots

of _13e for selected values for +0 appear in Fig. 8. “l’he very dilute regime is not considered here

since calculations are stopped in the 4)’-’ domain (0° is r]o longer  increased) as soon as ignition

occurs instantaneously after introduction of the cluster into the ambient. “1’he conclusion is that

at higher temperature it is easier to control ignition over a wi(ier range of +“’s, either using the

solvent in the very dense and dense regimes, or using the volatile in the dilute regime, Since

sprays contain clusters of drops having initially a range of air/fuel mass ratios, this means that

ignition control of the er~tire .y)r(iy  can be achieved at high temperatures by using the chemical

components of the fuel as drivers.

6. Effect of the chemical kinetics of ignition.

All the results obtained so fi~r have contained the assumption that the ignition kinetic

parameters of solvent and volatile are identical. Results from calculations where Ili&fl,,  has been

increased by 3 % show that ignition is suppressed in Ihe very dense re{:ime, whereas in all other

regimes there are only minor changes with respect to the baseline results (now there is an

apparent domination of the volatile for the entire range of 4’0’s,  except in a very narrow range

in the dense regime). Thus, a smal change in the activation energy of ignition results in loss of
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the strongly solvent-controlled ignition regime,

A 3% increase in Ei~rl,v does not produce any changes in the rcsu]ts obtained in the very

dense regime, however ignition does no longer occur in the very dilute regime. This is an

additional indication that the volatile strongly controls ip,nition in the very dilute regime. For all

other values of 4’0, there is an apparent solvent domin:ited  ignition. Similar to the conclusion

when changing Ei~n,~  , now it is the control of the volatile which is lost.

This study thus shows that the ignition kinetics has an overwhelming effect on ignition,

overshadowing all other parameters. For this reason, it is recognized that no definitive results

can be obtained in this investigation until  the values of the chemica

known.

7. Effect of the initial slip velocity.

kinetic parameters are better

It is here recalled that since the gas in the cluster is initially at rest, the initial slip velocity

is the initial velocity of the drops. Reducing the initial slip velocity to 100 cnl/s from the typical

value of 200 cnl/s, results in a decrease in the evaporation rate, and this generally slightly

increases the ignition time, without much change in the vallle of l<li:n. In the very dense

regime where evaporation is hindere(i  by cirop proximity, tile lowering of Uod suppresses

ignition. The smailer evaporation ra[e in the (iense regin[e  allows rc]axation  of tile slip velocity,

resulting again in solvent strongly-controlled ignition. ‘1’he chang,c  in the initial slip velocity

affects the dense regime mucil less tilan tile very dilute regime since in tile clcnse regime the

relaxation of tim slip velocity is faster. In the very dilute regime tile  evaporation rate and the slip

velocity relaxation rate are still comparable, so ti~at ignition is stili strongly-controlled by the

volatile.



Thus the solvent strongly-controlled ignition regime moves into the dense regime whereas

volatile strongly-controlled ignition remains in the very dilute  regime.

8. Effect of the cluster initial radius.

When the initial radius of the cluster is decreased [o be 1 cm instead of the baseline value

of 3 cm, the surface/volume ratio increases accordingly. l’his enhances heat transfer processes

from the ambient to the cluster. Heat transfer processes are very important in the dense regime,

but are unimportant in the dilute regime where evaporation is not limi~ed by the amount of heat

available for each drop. As a result, ignition is now obtained for smaller values of q’” (denser

clusters) than in the corresponding calculation with the larger initial cluster radius as can be

seen in Fig. 9. The solvent strongly-controlled ignition regime moves accordingly toward the

smaller d~” ‘s; this is also confirmed by plots of Be versus RI shown in l:ig. 10. The very dilute

regime is unaffected by the change  in the initial cluster ladius, as discussed above.

SUMMARY AND CONCI,USIC)NS

A model of binary-fuel drop evaporation in c]us(ers has been used

an ignition model based upon the Ilamkohlm- number criterion for drops

n conjunction with

in sprays to study

ignition of clusters of drops, ‘1’hc assllmption  is also made that the chemistry of the two

compounds is independent from each other.

Calculations were performed by varying the air/fuel mass ratic) for different values of the

main paramc,ters. Small values of the air/fuel  mass ratio correspond to very dense clusters of

drops, whereas large values of the air/fuel mass ratio correspond to very dilute clusters of drops

in which there is no drop interaction. Baseline results show that in a typical near-field-atomizer
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gas temperature, ignition is strongly controlled by the solvent in the very dense cluster regime,

and that ignition is strongly controlled by the vola[ile in the vc.ry dilute regime, In the

intermediary dense and dilute regimes, control by either one of the compounds is very weak and

depends entirely upon the details of the calculation. ‘1’bus, the isolated drop results are recovered

in the very clilute  regime, however it is found that it is qualitatively a (ii fferent process which

controls ignition in a real spray, The practical conclusion  is that at typical near-field-atomizer

gas temperatures it is useless to use more expensive fuels having larfier amounts of volatile for

the purpose of enhancing ignition because it is only the very dilate clusters of drops which will

benefit from this treatment. These clusters of drops appear only at relatively large distances

from the atomizer and thus cio not participate in the ignition process.

As the ambient temperature of the gas is increasecl,  it is easier to gain control of ignition

over a larger range of air/fuel mass ratios. This is achitwed by using the volatile in the very

clilute and increasingly in the dilute  regime, and by using the solvent in the very dense and

increasingly in the dense regime. Eventually, a tempcratur-e  is reached at which ignition control

of the entire spray can be achieved through ignition cont[ol  of clusters at all air/fuel mass ratios.

Studies of the effect of the compound useci  as solverlt revealeci  tilat the concept of volatility

is associated more with the latent heat of evaporation ir the very dense cluster regime and is

associated more with the saturation pressure in tile very dilute  cluster regime.

It is also shown that variations of the initial slip velocity between phases affect the results

only in the very ciilute  regime because of tile short relaxation time of tile slip velocity in the very

clcnsc regime. ]n contrast, changes in tile size of the clas!er affect the ignition timing only in the

very dense regime which is limited by the amount of heat available to each drop to increase its
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temperature and evaporate.

For very low values of the initial amount of volatile in the liquid, ignition in the very dilute

regime is found to occur around groups of drops inside the cluster. For air/fuel mass ratios

outside the very dilute regime, ignition occurs around tl~e entire c]us(er of drops. As the initial

amount of volatile in the liquid is increased, it is founcl  that ignition occurs exclusively around

the entire cluster.

All of the above results were found under the assumption that the chemical kinetic

parameters of the two compounds were identical. Studies of the. effect of the chemical kinetic

parameters show that these have an overwhelming effect on the ignition results.

Solvent-controlled ignition can be lost when the solvent activation encr,gy is slightly increased.

Equivalently, volatile-controlled ignition can be lost lvhen  the volatile activation energy is

slightly increased, Since chemical kinetic parameters of hydrocarbons are not known for

hydrocarbons more complicated than propane, definitive conclusions must await precise chemical

kinetic information.
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